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Peter Moore & Company (PMC) supports professionals
who need mortality assessment support in connection
with the advice they are giving their clients. This service
applies the underwriting skills commonly used when
making mortality and morbidity assessments for the life
and disability insurance industry.

We provide all the documentation required to make the
assessments. In those instances where medical reports
are required, we source these from the client’s General
Practitioners and independent medical examiners.
Our service is totally confidential and in most instances
we correspond with the client’s professional advisers,
not the clients themselves.
For trust variations and similar arrangements where
actuarial calculations are required, we also offer a one
stop mortality assessment and calculations service.
Please see our web site or contact us for further
information about this service.
We are happy to discuss other ways in which our skills
and experience can be of use to those in other
professions.

Case Study

An advisor is offering general estate planning advice
to a client. The advice is of course based on detailed
knowledge of the client’s personal and financial affairs
and is appropriate to the forty year old male client.. But
are there other factors, of which the advisor is
unaware, that could significantly influence the nature
of the advice offered? Would the advice be different if
the client, did not have the life expectancy of an
average 40 male living in the UK?

If the client was terminally ill, that would influence the
advisor in making the recommendations. But how can
an advisor be sure that they have all the relevant
information, and would the advisor necessarily
appreciate the significance of a clients’s medical
history? Our mortality assessment service provides
the answer.
The advisor commissions a PMC Mortality
Assessment. This looks at factors such as the client’s
medical history and current state of health. The report
applies the risk assessment principles that life
insurers employ when assessing applications for new
life assurance policies. A key feature of the PMC
Mortality Assessment report is that it includes an
adjusted age assessment, which equips the advisor
to make any appropriate modifications to the advice
offered.
In many cases, it is not necessary to obtain any
medical reports to make the health assessment. The
health assessment and report are therefore submitted
within a week of receiving the completed assessment
forms.

Peter Moore & Company

Peter Moore & Company is the trading name of
Certaincope Limited, which was formed in 1988 to
provide individual mortality and morbidity - underwriting
- services to the life and disability insurance industry.
The business provides consultancy and support
services to a variety of firms ranging from the largest
plc’s to some of the smallest Friendly Societies.
PMC’s activities outside the insurance industry include
work with the legal profession and estate planners. We
have advised lawyers on life insurance underwriting
issues in connection with potential litigation and have
provided expert witnesses for the courts.

The Company has developed several mutually
beneficial relationships with actuaries and estate
planners who require assistance with mortality
assessments advising on trust issues etc.
As a business which often handles highly confidential
medical information, it is important that we can deal with
the medical profession on a doctor to doctor basis
when required. PMC retains the services of a consultant
physician, who also acts as a point of reference on the
more difficult and complex medical issues encountered.
The Company is focused on providing high quality
services within its particular area of expertise and is
totally independent. We have formed successful
associations with like minded actuarial firms that work
closely with us where actuarial input is required.

Process & Cost

The process and documentation are designed to be
as simple and user friendly as possible. We supply
all the necessary forms to start the process and to
help you instruct us. The papers are quickly
dispatched to you in response to an email, fax or
telephone request. We shall send the required forms
to you by email, fax or ordinary post.

The service is available on demand. Which means
that you are not committed to any long term
arrangement with us. You decide when to make use
of our services, on a case by case basis.
In most instances, as the client’s professional
adviser, you will be our sole point of contact. We
shall only ever contact your clients directly with your
prior agreement.
Turn-around times can be as short as one week
from our receipt of the completed assessment
forms. On receipt of the papers, we shall contact you
to agree a contingency fee; but we are happy to
discuss the likely fees at any stage.
Fees depend on:
·
The number of assessment subjects,
·
any medical evidence requirements.
As a guide, the cost of the report in our case study
was £75 (Mortality Assessment but no actuarial
input or medical evidence required ).
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